Water-Dispersible, Sulfonated Hyperbranched Poly(ether-ketone) Grafted Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes as Oxygen Reduction Catalysts
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During the last few decades, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been a focal point for materials research and development due to their excellent physical, electrical and thermal properties.1–4 For instance, CNTs have been used for polymer-based composites,5 energy storage materials,6 electronic devices,7 biosensors,8 and many others.9,10 Although CNTs as nanoscale additives are expected to significantly improve the performances of hybrid materials, there are two critical issues that need to be addressed in order to enhance their properties; that is the homogeneous dispersion with minimal and/or without structural distortion and strong interfacial adhesion between CNTs and supporting matrices. Hitherto, there have been many physical,11–14 chemical,15–17 and combined methods18,19 to optimize stable dispersions of CNTs in foreign matrices. Ultrasonication has been the most favorable physical method for the dispersion of CNTs. It has, however, been known to seriously damage the frameworks of the CNTs by sidewall opening, breaking, and turning the frame into amorphous carbon depending upon dose strength, time, and temperature.20,21 Thermodynamic gains from enthalpy by bond dissociation and functionalization and entropy by breaking and fragmentation are the primary driving force for the homogeneous dispersion upon sonication after sacrifying the high crystallinity and aspect ratio of pristine CNTs. On the other hand, treatment with corrosive and oxidative acids, such as nitric acid, sulfuric acid and their mixture, is the most commonly used chemical method for the functionalization of CNTs.22–24 Similar to conversion of graphite into graphite oxide/graphene oxide (GO),25–27 corrosive oxidation has long been exploited. The treatments of corrosive acids turn CNTs into CNT-oxides (Theoretically, curvature CNT should be more reactive than plane graphite due to C–C bond strain and larger surface area). As observed in GO,28 the electrical insulating and defective nature of CNT-oxides does not display properties outstanding from those of pristine CNTs, leaving the CNT research lagging behind the booming graphene research.29,30 Even after a homogeneous dispersion is achieved in common organic media to provide processability, the interaction between CNTs and supporting oxide...
matrices becomes a secondary consideration in the use as reinforcing additives. Thus, considering the critical issues in CNT research, an efficient chemical modification of CNTs without causing CNT damages and their dispersion in eco-friendly media for convenient processing still remain as an important challenge.

Here, we report water-dispersible multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), which were prepared in a simple two-step reaction. Dendritic hyperbranched poly(ether-ketone) (HEPK) was first grafted to the surface of as-received MWCNTs by in situ polycondensation of 3,5-diphenoxoxybenzoic acid as an AB₂ monomer via “direct” Friedel–Crafts acylation in a mild polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorus pentoxide (P₂O₅) medium.³¹,³² The reaction medium is known to be nondestructive through the sp² hybrid C–H defects.³³ Dendritic macro-molecules such as dendrimers and hyperbranched polymers consist of highly branched 3-dimensional (3D) structures with the large number of periphery functional groups,³⁴ to which can be utilized for further chemical modification. Thus, the resultant HPEK grafted MWCNT (HPEK-g-MWCNT) was able to provide numerous reactive sites for subsequent sulfonation in chlorosulfonic acid. The hydrophilic nature of the sulfonated HPEK-g-MWCNT (SHPEK-g-MWCNT) was expected to display water-dispersibility by introducing oxygenated groups on its periphery without any further damage to CNT framework. In this way, CNTs could have dispersibility (processability) in desired media with their aspect ratio and structural integrity preserved. As a result, CNT-based functional materials are expected to display a maximum enhanced performance for electrocatalytic activity, and they are also useful for eco-friendly spray coating applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Taking advantages of the characteristic natures of 3D dendritic macromolecules,³⁴ water-dispersible multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were prepared.³⁵,³⁶ To covalently anchor dendritic macromolecules to the surface of MWCNTs and endorse hydrophilic nature, a two-step reaction sequence involving Friedel–Crafts acylation in a mild polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorus pentoxide (P₂O₅) medium and subsequent sulfonation in chlorosulfonic acid (ClSO₂–OH) was applied. The Friedel–Crafts acylation in a PPA/P₂O₅ medium is known to be nondestructive and defect-selective functionalization for sp² hybrid C–H defects on MWCNTs for the reaction, elemental analysis (EA) was conducted (Table S1, see the Supporting Information). “Pristine” MWCNTs contain a significant amount of hydrogen (0.30 wt%, converting into atomic percent could suggest the number of available sp² hybrid C–H per carbons), which is attributable to the inherent sp² hybrid C–H defects. The result indicates an upper limit of one hydrogen atom attached for every 28 carbon atoms (see Supporting Information, Table S1). The available sp² hybrid C–H defects on the MWCNT are anchoring sites for dendritic macromolecules in PPA/P₂O₅ medium as nondestructive functionalization via the Friedel–Crafts acylation reaction. The reaction medium, PPA with an optimized amount of P₂O₅ is benign and does not damage the MWCNT but is strong enough to selectively functionalize at the sp² hybrid C–H defects.³³ PPA is a viscous polymeric acid, which can provide strong shear to promote efficient dispersion of CNTs during mechanical stirring and to impede reaggregation after dispersion. In addition, it has a mild acidity (pKₐ = ~2.1), which is about the same as gastric acid (pKₐ = 1.3–3.5), so it does not oxidize and damage the CNT framework.³¹–³³ Thus, PPA has many advantages for functionalization of carbon-based nanomaterials over the commonly used corrosive acids such as nitric acid (pKₐ = −1.5)/sulfuric acid (pKₐ = −3.0) mixture for the synthesis of CNT-oxides.³⁵ The role of P₂O₅ is the removal of a water molecule, which is generated as a byproduct from the dehydration of carboxylic acid during the course of Friedel–Crafts reaction. As described in Supporting Information, Figure S1 in ESI, the reaction between P₂O₅ and water results in increasing molecular weight of PPA, suppressing backward reaction and promoting forward reaction. To covalently graft hyperbranched poly(ether-ketone) (HEPK) to the surface of MWCNTs, the AB₂ monomer, 3,5-diphenoxoxybenzoic acid, was synthesized by following the literature report (see detailed preparation and characterization in the Experimental section and Supporting Information, Figure S2 in ESI).³⁸ A pristine MWCNT was grafted with HPEK by in situ polymerization of the monomer in a PPA/P₂O₅ medium to produce HPEK-g-MWCNT (Figure 1a, chemical structures of monomer and HPEK-g-MWCNT delineated in the Supporting Information, Figure S3). The viscosity of the reaction mixture was increased as grafting of HPEK to the surface of the MWCNT proceeded (Figure 1b). Interestingly, the photograph of the reaction mixture showed dark-green color with flash light (Figure 1c), indicating that HPEK was uniformly grafted to the surface of MWCNT and the resultant HPEK-g-MWCNT was homogeneously dispersed in the reaction medium. The dark powder that precipitated upon pouring into distilled water was collected by suction filtration and washed with water. To minimize unexpected variables, the product was completely worked up by Soxhlet extraction with water and methanol to remove the reaction medium and low molar mass impurities, respectively. It was further washed with dichloromethane, which is a good solvent for HPEK,³⁸ to get rid of free HPEK and dried to give 60.3% yield. Elemental analysis (EA) determined on the basis of yield is in good agreement between theoretical and...
The HPEK-g-MWCNT was subsequently sulfonated in chlorosulfonic acid to produce sulfonated HPEK-g-MWCNT (SHPEK-g-MWCNT) (Figure 1a). For comparison, direct sulfonation of pristine MWCNT in chlorosulfonic acid was also carried out in the same sulfonation condition for the synthesis of SHPEK-g-MWCNT. Resultant sulfonated MWCNT (S-MWCNT) (Supporting Information, Figure S4a) has only a sulfonic acid per 855 carbons (C/S = 855, see Supporting Information, Table S1). As a result, the S-MWCNT is not dispersible in water, indicating that direct sulfonation to MWCNT is not enough to introduce a large number of sulfonic acid groups. Thus, to provide enough reactive sites for sulfonation, grafting of dendritic HPEK onto the surface of MWCNT is necessary. The number of available activated sites (sp² hybrid C–H) by ether–phenyl are tremendously increased to n(DP + 1),³⁴ where n is an average number of HPEKs covalently attached to MWCNT, and DP stands for an average degree of polymerization (Supporting Information, Figure S4b). The sulfonation of HPEK-g-MWCNT could introduce a large number of sulfonic acids to the periphery of HPEK-g-MWCNT and makes sulfonated HPEK-g-MWCNT (SHPEK-g-MWCNT) hydrophilic enough to be well dispersed in water.⁹ The SHPEK-g-MWCNT has a sulfonic acid per 85 carbons (see Supporting Information, Table S1). The degree of sulfonation in SHPEK-g-MWCNT could be increased almost 10 times as high as that of S-MWCNT.

Due to dissociation of the sulfonic acids in water ca. 100% and to become negatively charged,³⁹ the SHPEK-g-MWCNT is indeed well dispersible in polar aprotic solvents such as N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). It is also well dispersible in polar protic solvents such as methanol, ethanol, and water (Supporting Information, Figure S5). Zeta potential indicates the degree of repulsion between adjacent, similarly charged particles in dispersion. For molecules and particles that are small enough, a high zeta potential value will confer stability; that is, the solution or dispersion will resist aggregation. When the potential is low, attraction exceeds repulsion and the dispersion will break and flocculate. The aqueous dispersion of SHPEK-g-MWCNT (17.4 mg in 500 mL water) shows −57.8 mV (Figure 2a). This value is considered to be a “good stability” of colloidal dispersion (Supporting Information, Table S2) and among the highest absolute values even reported for carbon-based nanomaterials.³⁹,⁴⁰

To ensure the covalent attachment of HPEK to the HPEK-g-MWCNT and sulfonic acids on SHPEK-g-MWCNT, samples were subjected to FT-IR analysis. Spectra from...
HPEK-g-MWCNT and SHPEK-g-MWCNT exhibit absorption peaks at 2918 and 2842 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to sp\(^2\) hybrid C–H and sp\(^3\) hybrid C–H stretching bands, respectively. They also show aromatic carbonyl (C=O) and C=O peaks at 1640 and 1383 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively (Figure 2b). The strong hydroxyl stretching vibrations appearing at 3435 cm\(^{-1}\) is moisture present in KBr. SHPEK-g-MWCNT shows characteristic S=O and S=O stretching bands at 1263 and 1100–1027 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively, and a peak at 805 cm\(^{-1}\) is assignable to C–S vibration. The result is clear evidence for sulfonic acids on SHPEK-g-MWCNT.

The degree of HPEK grafting and subsequent sulfonation could be quantitatively estimated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in air. HPEK-g-MWCNT and SHPEK-g-MWCNT show stepwise weight loss, while pristine MWCNTs are stable to 600 °C (Figure 2c). In the case of HPEK-g-MWCNT, the weight loss occurring in the temperature range from 500 to 600 °C is related to HPEK covalently attached to the surface of MWCNTs. The amount of HPEK grafts is approximately 25 wt %. In the case of SHPEK-g-MWCNT, two-step weight loss was observed. The initial weight loss started from 330 to 500 °C, which could be attributable to the decomposition of sulfonic acids in the form of SO\(_3\), was approximately 10 wt %. The second step weight loss from 500 to 600 °C should be originated from the decomposition of HPEK moiety, which was thermo-oxidatively stripped off from MWCNT surface in air. In all cases, char yields at 800 °C approached zero, indicating that there were almost no persisting metallic impurities that presented in MWCNT (vide infra).

The role of the reaction medium, PPA/P\(_2\)O\(_5\), was also studied by wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD). If the reaction condition and workup procedures could damage MWCNT framework, its crystallinity should be diminished. However, the peak intensities at 25.54°, which is related to wall-to-wall distance of MWCNT, were increased as reaction steps increased (Figure 2d). The result suggests that HPEK grafting in PPA/P\(_2\)O\(_5\) and sulfonation in chlorosulfonic acid are purifying rather than damaging MWCNT. Residual metallic impurities (denoted by the asterisk (*)) had completely disappeared from pristine MWCNT. The HPEK-g-MWCNT does not show peaks from residual catalysts but displays a strong interlayer d-spacing value at 3.48 Å (2θ = 25.54°). Similarly, SHPEK-g-MWCNT displayed a more prominent interlayer d-spacing value at 3.44 Å (2θ = 25.9°).

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey of pristine MWCNTs shows a strong C 1s peak at 284.5 eV and a very weak O 1s at 533.0 eV (Figure 3a), which is mainly attributable to physically adsorbed oxygen to the surface of graphitic carbon. The HPEK-g-MWCNT also displays a strong C 1s peak at 284.5 eV and relatively stronger O 1s peak due to the
contribution from carbonyl (C=O) and ether (-O-) in HPEK (Figure 3a). In the case of SHPEK-g-MWCNT, XPS survey displays typical C 1s and O 1s peaks at 284.5 and 533.0 eV, respectively (Figure 3b). Because of the sulfonic acids on its periphery, SHPEK-g-MWCNT shows characteristic S 2p and S 2s peaks at 168.3 and 232.4 eV, respectively (Figure 3b, insets).43 The S 2p peak is assignable to S 2p3/2 electron, confirming an efficient sulfonation of HPEK to convert SHPEK.

SEM images were obtained from pristine MWCNT, HPEK-g-MWCNT, and SHPEK-g-MWCNT. Pristine MWCNT has tube diameter and length in the range of 10–20 nm and 10–50 μm, respectively, showing spaghetti-like network with smooth and clean surface (Figure 4a). Due to the HPEK and SHPEK coated on the MWCNT, overall tube diameter dimensions of HPEK-g-MWCNT and SHPEK-g-MWCNT are increased to 30–40 nm, while their tube lengths remain almost constant (Figure 4b, 4c and Supporting Information, Figure S6). Furthermore, there are no free HPEK and SHPEK observed, implying that free polymers were completely washed off during workup procedures (multiple Soxhlet extraction). In conjunction with TGA, the results strongly support that HPEK has been uniformly grafted onto the surface of MWCNT, and HPEK has also been efficiently sulfonated to be SHPEK. Furthermore, SEM element mapping clearly displays the uniform distribution of C, O, and S elements (Supporting Information, Figure S7a–d). Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) confirms...
the S concentration on the surface of MWCNT (Figure S7e). The weight percent of S was detected as high as 4.7 wt % (Figure S7e), a value that is more than twice that from the EA result (2.07%, Table S1). The discrepancy may be originated from the sensitivity difference between two methods. EDX is known to be more regionally sensitive to the chemical composition than EA,\(^4\) whose result would be more reliable for quantitative estimation of element contents in a bulk state. HPEK-g-MWCNT consists of C, H, and O, while SHPEK-g-MWCNT is composed of C, H, O, and S. The sole presence of S in SHPEK-g-MWCNT indicates that a significant number of sulfonic acids have been introduced to the surface of the SHPEK-g-MWCNT (see Supporting Information, Table S1).

To further visually ensure the uniform grafting and subsequent sulfonation, the dispersed solutions of pristine MWCNT, HPEK-g-MWCNT and SHPEK-g-MWCNT in ethanol were very much diluted. The solutions were dropped to the carbon coated grid and vacuum-dried. As shown in Figure 4d, the surface of pristine MWCNT is clean and smooth with clear stripes originated from its high crystalline graphitic walls. In the case of HPEK-g-MWCNT, inner core MWCNT with stripes is uniformly decorated by HPEK with outer layer thickness of \(\sim 2\) nm (Figure 4e). Similarly, the outer layer of
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SHPEK-g-MWCNT is coated by SHPEK with thickness of $\sim 4$ nm. The increase in thickness of SHPEK layer compared to HPEK is due possibly to intramolecular charge repulsion between sulfonic acids. The stripes of inner cores implicate that MWCNTs of HPEK-g-MWCNT and SHPEK-g-MWCNT remain structurally intact during reactions and workup procedures, again, implying that both grafting and sulfonation applied in this work do not structurally damage.

Having structural confirmation and solubility information, freestanding SHPEK-g-MWCNT papers were also prepared by a simple filtration of the dispersed solution in water through an alumina membrane (pore size = 0.2 $\mu$m) (Figure 5a). Depending on the amounts of SHPEK-g-MWCNT at a given diameter (1.5 cm), sheet resistance was reduced to as low as 63 $\Omega$/sq (Figure 5b). The low sheet resistance should originate from maintaining tube length and providing a low percolation threshold of SHPEK-g-MWCNT (Figure 4c), which has a high aspect ratio even after grafting and sulfonation. To our best knowledge, this work is the first demonstration of a freestanding MWCNT paper prepared from a water dispersible MWCNTs without destructive chemical oxidation.45

In addition to low sheet resistance (high electrical conductivity), which is a prerequisite for a high performance electrode, a large number of sulfonic acids on its periphery make SHPEK-g-MWCNT hydrophilic to efficiently absorb oxygen.46 SHPEK-g-MWCNT is thus expected to display a good electrocatalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Hence, the SHPEK-g-MWCNT (0.5 mg) solution in DMAc (1.5 mL) was drop-coated on a glassy carbon (GC) electrode. For comparison, pristine MWCNT, HPEK-g-MWCNT, and platinum (Pt) on activated carbon (Pt/C, Vulcan XC-72R) electrodes were also prepared at the same condition. Although feature-less voltammetric currents from three metal-free electrodes (pristine MWCNT, HPEK-g-MWCNT, and SHPEK-g-MWCNT) were observed in N$_2$ saturated 0.1 M aqueous KOH solution within the potential range of $-1.0$ to $0.2$ V, the SHPEK-g-MWCNT showed higher capacitance than MWCNT and HPEK-g-MWCNT (Figure 5c–e and Supporting Information, Table S3). In O$_2$ saturated solution, on the other hand, pristine MWCNT, HPEK-g-MWCNT and SHPEK-g-MWCNT electrodes displayed a dramatic increase in voltammetric current by more than 2.7, 1.9, and 2.8 times (Figure 5d,e), respectively, compared to the current observed in N$_2$ saturated electrolyte. The results indicated that the pristine MWCNT, HPEK-g-MWCNT, and SHPEK-g-MWCNT all have high electrocatalytic activity for ORR. Among them, SHPEK-g-MWCNT is much more efficient than the pristine MWCNT and HPEK-g-MWCNT in terms of low overpotential, high current density and capacitance.

Figure 6. RDE voltammograms in oxygen-saturated 0.1 M aq KOH solution with a scan rate of 0.01 V/s at different rotating rates of 400, 900, 1200, 1600, and 2000 rpm: (a) pristine MWCNT; (b) HPEK-g-MWCNT; (c) SHPEK-g-MWCNT; (d) Pt/C.
More importantly, the maximum current density of SHPEK-g-MWCNT is 1.10 mA/cm² at 0.41 V, which is approximately three times higher than that (0.37 mA/cm² at 0.42 V) of commercial Pt/C. Last but not least, the capacitance of SHPEK-g-MWCNT (151 F/g) is 1.8 times higher than that of commercial Pt/C (85 F/g) in oxygen-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution (Supporting Information, Table S3). The origin of superb ORR activity of SHPEK-g-MWCNT in base condition should be due to its much higher hydrophilic nature and stronger polyelectrolyte effect. The ionic interaction between sulfonic acids on SHPEK-g-MWCNT and KOH in electrolyte makes SHPEK-g-MWCNT hydrophilic, and thus it has better affinity to aqueous medium as well as oxygen. Furthermore, SHPEK grafts on MWCNT should be a fully extended conformation by negative charge repulsions, allowing efficient oxygen diffusion to the MWCNT for better ORR performance. Furthermore, HPEK-g-MWCNT displayed good cycle stability maintaining 97% of initial capacitance after stabilization (10 cycles) for 24000 s, while Pt/C showed only 86% (Supporting Information, Figure S8). Thus, we believe SHPEK-g-MWCNT could be promising electrocatalyst for ORR.

To gain further insight into the role of sample electrodes during the ORR process, the reaction kinetics by rotating-disk electrode (RDE) was investigated (Figure 6). The oxygen reduction activity of the SHPEK-g-MWCNT (Figure 6c) is obviously more pronounced than pristine MWCNT (Figure 6a) and HPEK-g-MWCNT (Figure 6b) and similar to that of commercial Pt/C (Figure 6d). In all cases, the voltammetric profiles showed that the current density was increased by increasing rotating rate. The onset potentials of pristine MWCNT, HPEK-g-MWCNT, and SHPEK-g-MWCNT for ORR were similar around −0.22 V (Figure 6a−c). In all cases, the corresponding Koutecky–Levich plots at electrode potential ranges of −0.4 to ca. −0.6 V revealed first-order reaction kinetics with respect to the concentration of dissolved O₂ (Figure 7).47 As described the detailed kinetic analysis in the Experimental section, the number of transferred electrons (n) involved in the oxygen reduction can be analyzed on the basis of the Koutecky–Levich equation.48 The n was calculated to be approximately 2.0 for both pristine MWCNT and HPEK-g-MWCNT (Figure 7 and Supporting Information, Table S4), indicating they have a two-electron transfer in an oxygen reduction process. However, the n value obtained from SHPEK-g-MWCNT was approximately 3.7, suggesting that the SHPEK-g-MWCNT led to a four-electron process, which is similar to commercial Pt/C.
CONCLUSIONS

Multivalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) have inherent sp² hybrid C–H defects for the electrophilic substitution reaction. To introduce abundant reactive sites to the surface of a MWCNT without further oxidative damages, dendritic hyperbranched poly(ether-ketone) (HPEK) was grafted onto the surface of the MWCNT to produce HPEK-grafted MWCNT (HPEK-g-MWCNT). The HPEK-g-MWCNT could provide numerous active sites for subsequent sulfonation to afford sulfonated HPEK-g-MWCNT (SHPEK-g-MWCNT). The covalent grafting and sulfonation of MWCNT were confirmed with various analytical techniques. The resultant SHPEK-g-MWCNT was well dispersible in water with a zeta potential of $-57.8$ mV (good stability). Freestanding SHPEK-g-MWCNT paper displays sheet resistance as low as $63$ Ω/sq and high electrocatalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) without heteroatom doping onto the MWCNT framework. Hence, the approach is a unique wet-chemical functionalization route that does not require initial oxidative damage to the MWCNT framework. Water-dispersible SHPEK-g-MWCNT can be eco-friendly processed by a simple (spray) coating for uses in various applications such as biological technologies, fuel cells (this work),46 batteries,49 sensors, and opto-electronics in practice.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. All reagents and solvents were purchased from Aldrich Chemicals Inc. and used as received. Multivalled carbon nanotubes (CVD MWCNT 95 with diameter of ~20 nm and length of 10–50 μm) were obtained from Hanwha Nanotech, Incheon, South Korea.

Instrumentations. Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra data were recorded on a Jasco Fourier transform spectrophotometer model 480 Plus. All samples were mixed with KBr powder and pressed to make semitransparent pellets. The data were collected in the wavelength range from 650 to 4000 cm⁻¹. Elemental analyses (EA) were performed with a CE Instruments EA1110. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted in air atmospheres with a heating rate of 10 °C/min using a TA Q2000. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out on a Thermo Fisher K-alpha instrument employing mono-chromatic Al Kα radiation as the X-ray source. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out using a Rigaku DMax/2000PC with a Cu target tube. The field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) used in this work was FEI NanoSems 230. The high resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) employed in this work was a JOEL JEM-2100F (Cs) operating at 200 kV. The TEM samples were prepared by dropping a solution of dispersed samples in water. Zeta potential measurements were performed with Malvern Nano ZS.

In-situ Grafting of HPEK onto MWCNT. Into a resin flask equipped with a high torque mechanical stirrer, nitrogen inlet and outlet, 3,5-diphenoxypyridine (2.0 g, 6.53 mmol), MWCNTs (2.0 g), polyphosphoric acid (PPA, 80.0 g, 83% P₂O₅ assay), and phosphorus pentoxide (P₂O₅, 20.0 g) were placed. The reaction flask was immersed in an oil bath, and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 4 h. The sample was finally freeze-dried at reduced pressure (0.01 mmHg) for 48 h to give 0.55 g of dark powder. Anal. Calcld for C₁₂₅.₉₉H₁₄O₆S (calculated on the basis of yield): C, 91.41%; H, 0.85%; O, 5.80%; S, 1.94%. Found: C, 86.21%; H, 0.76%; O, 9.03%; S, 2.07%.

Electrochemical Study. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed using a computer-controlled potentiostat (CHI 760 C, CH instrument) in a standard three-electrode cell. A platinum wire was the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl filled) electrode was the reference electrode. Rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments were carried out on a MSRX electrode rotator (Pine Instrument) and the CHI 760 C potentiostat. For all CV and RDE measurements, an aqueous solution of KOH (0.1 M) was used as the electrolyte. N₂ or O₂ was used to purge the solution to achieve oxygen-free or oxygen-saturated electrolyte solution.

The procedure of GC electrode pretreatment and modification are described as follows: prior to use, the working electrode was polished with alumina slurry to obtain a mirror-like surface and then washed with DI water and allowed to dry. Samples (1 mg) were dissolved in 1 mL of solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and ETOH/water (v/v = 1:9) by sonication. The working electrode, a platinum wire was the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl filled) electrode was the reference electrode. The working electrode was rinsed with DI water and allowed to dry. Samples (1 mg) were dissolved in 1 mL of solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and ETOH/water (v/v = 1:9) by sonication. The working electrode was rinsed with DI water and allowed to dry. Samples (1 mg) were dissolved in 1 mL of solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and ETOH/water (v/v = 1:9) by sonication. The working electrode was rinsed with DI water and allowed to dry. Samples (1 mg) were dissolved in 1 mL of solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and ETOH/water (v/v = 1:9) by sonication.

Sulfonation of HPEK-g-MWCNT in Chlorosulfonic Acid. Into the one-necked round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer, nitrogen inlet, and a dropping funnel, 0.5 g of HPEK-g-MWCNT was placed. Chlorosulfonic acid (99%, 50 mL) was slowly added, and the mixture stirred at room temperature for 4 h. The reaction flask was immersed in an ice bath, and distilled water was slowly added for 1 h. The precipitates, which settled at the bottom of the flask, were collected by filtration and washed with 1 M aq HCl solution (50 mL) 10 times. The final product was freeze-dried at ~80 °C under reduced pressure (0.01 mmHg) for 48 h to give 0.55 g of dark powder. Anal. Calcld for C₁₂₅.₉₉H₁₄O₆S₅ (calculated on the basis of yield): C, 91.41%; H, 0.85%; O, 5.80%; S, 1.94%. Found: C, 86.21%; H, 0.76%; O, 9.03%; S, 2.07%.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed using a computer-controlled potentiostat (CHI 760 C, CH instrument) in a standard three-electrode cell. A platinum wire was the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl filled) electrode was the reference electrode. Rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments were carried out on a MSRX electrode rotator (Pine Instrument) and the CHI 760 C potentiostat. For all CV and RDE measurements, an aqueous solution of KOH (0.1 M) was used as the electrolyte. N₂ or O₂ was used to purge the solution to achieve oxygen-free or oxygen-saturated electrolyte solution.

The procedure of GC electrode pretreatment and modification are described as follows: prior to use, the working electrode was polished with alumina slurry to obtain a mirror-like surface and then washed with DI water and allowed to dry. Samples (1 mg) were dissolved in 1 mL of solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and ETOH/water (v/v = 1:9) by sonication. The working electrode, a platinum wire was the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl filled) electrode was the reference electrode. The working electrode was rinsed with DI water and allowed to dry. Samples (1 mg) were dissolved in 1 mL of solvent mixture of Nafion (5%) and ETOH/water (v/v = 1:9) by sonication. The working electrode, a platinum wire was the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl filled) electrode was the reference electrode.

Here $n$ is the number of electrons transferred in the reduction of one O₂ molecule, $F$ is the Faraday constant ($F = 96485$ C/mole), $D_{O_2}$ is the diffusion coefficient of O₂ ($D_{O_2} = 1.9 \times 10^{-5} \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$), $v$ is the kinematics viscosity for KOH ($v = 0.010$ cm²/s⁻¹ and $C_{O_2}$ is the concentration of O₂ in the solution ($C_{O_2} = 1.2 \times 10^{-6}$ mol cm⁻³). The constant 0.2 is adopted when the rotation speed is expressed in rpm.
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